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ABSTRACT

The ever growing complexity and heterogeneity of System
on Chip designs demands early consideration and exploration of
architectural alternatives, which is hardly practicable on the low
abstraction level of implementation models. In this paper, a system
level design methodology of a timer module for AMBA APB bus
based on the SystemC is proposed, which enables the designer
to reason about the architecture on a much higher level of
abstraction. The goal of this approach is to delineate system
architectures, which provide flexibility, high-performance and low-
power for future System-on-Chip (SoC) designs. The methodology
also offers the capabilities for simulating multiple levels of
abstraction simultaneously. This facilitates the reuse of the
simulation environment for functional verification of synthesizable
implementation models against the abstract architecture model.

Key words. System-on-Chip, AMBA APB, SystemC,
Timer
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most exigent tasks
in System-on-Chip design projects is
to map a complex application onto

heterogeneous platform architecture
in adherence to the precise flexibility,
performance and cost requirements. The
SoC design has to be done under func-
tional and environmental constraints.
Since the designed system will run under
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a well-specified operating environment,
the strict functional conditions can be
concretely defined. The environment
limitations on the other hand are more
diverse: e.g. reducing the cost, footprint,
or power consumption. Due to the
flexibility of a SoC design, realizing
the set goals, involves analyzing a
multi-dimensional design space. The
degrees of freedom stem from the
process element types and characte-
ristics, their allocation, the mapping
of functional elements to the process
elements, their interconnection with
busses and their scheduling.

Looking at the levels of abstrac-
tion of the SoC design gives another
outlook to the complexity of designing
such systems. The process starts with
a functional description on system level,
where only the major function blocks
are defined and timing information is
not yet captured. During the SoC design
process, the system description is refined
step  by  step  and  additional  details

Figure 1 Abstraction levels in SoC Design

are captured. That process leads to a
cycle accurate fully functional system
description in RTL, which is the starting
point of the production process. As
Figure 1 shows, the amount of captured
information increases by an order of
magnitude with each level of the design
process. With each step within the levels
of abstraction a multi-dimensional
design space has to be explored in order
to make the necessary decisions. The
goal of SoC design paradigm is to guide
the designer through the process, and
aid the decision making. A well-defined
flow of design steps makes the process
manageable.

Hardware/Software co-design is
also an integral aspect of the SoC
design. It requires a language that is
capable of capturing the requirements
of a hardware design from wire alloc-
ations to complex timing requirements,
as well as the complexities of current
software design. Some examples of
such languages are SpecC 10, an ANSI-C
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based language extension and the
C++ library extension SystemC11.

These languages allow grouping of
functionality to behaviors, which later
can be freely mapped to processing
elements. In order to allow this free
mapping the computation has to be
separated from the communication.
Therefore communication between
the behaviors is abstractly defined as
channels. The channel specific imple-
mentation (e.g. an AMBA protocol)
will be filled in during later refinement
stages. The specification model is free
of such implementation detail (and
their respective constraints). The
SystemC language further introduces
many concepts from hardware descri-
ption languages like VHDL and Verilog.
It introduces the concept of capturing
scheduling information in the language,
such  as  sequential,  parallel  and
pipelined execution. The SystemC
language very much supports the goals
of specification capturing. It allows
describing a fully functional model
that incorporates design constraints
and has a simulation environment for
an integrated validation against a set
of test vectors.

SoC Design Space Exploration: In
conjunction with the SystemC language
a design paradigm was introduced,
which  formalizes  the  individual
refinements  steps. This makes the
designer to efficiently handle the
immense design space. Figure 2 shows
an overview of the design flow. It also
0icates the integration of the validation

flow. The following paragraphs will
describe each design step. The SoC
design starts with the specification
model, which is a solely functional model-
free of any implementation details. It
focuses on capturing the algorithmic
behavior and allows a functional
validation of the description. The model
is untimed and allows only for causal
ordering.Once the specification model
is finished, it will serve as a golden
model, to compare simulation results
during the design cycle.

Architecture  information  is
added during the Computation design.
During this step processing elements
are inserted into the system and the
previously defined functional behaviours
are mapped to them. A processing
element can be a predefined standard
component such as generic processor
core or a DSP, but a custom specific
hardware component as well. Parame-
ters, such as clock frequency, of the
inserted elements can be adjusted to
the application needs. Based on internal
statistics, early estimations about the
runtime performance can be made.
This gives  the  designer the first
feedback about the design decisions.
Once the computation design is
finished, the architecture model that
captures the decisions is created. This
model is the first timed model. It takes
only computing time into account; all
communication between the proce-
ssing elements execute in zero time.

The next step in the refinement
is the Scheduling Refinement. This
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refinement allows the designer to
select suitable scheduling mechanisms
to its processing elements. The scheduling
capabilities range from an off-line
static scheduling, which allows the
most predictability, to a priority based
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Figure 2: Design methodology for SoC 

dynamic scheduling. The Communi-
cation design allows the user to select
busses and protocols. Here the earlier
defined abstract communication
channels are mapped to physical busses
and protocols. Detailed information
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about a utilized protocol is added. The
resulting Communication model includes
specific instructions for the particular
bus implementation, like the access
logic for a bus master or bus slave.
The synthesis stepconcludes the
design flow. Here the Register Transfer
Level (RTL) code for the hardware will
be generated with the prerequisite of
RTL component allocation, their
functional mapping and scheduling.
As a result of the hardware synthesis
a cycle accurate description of each
hardware processing element is created.
Similar activities take place for the
software synthesis. Here specific code
for the selected RTOS is inserted and
target specific assembly code is
compiled. The result is a cycle accurate
model of each software-processing
element, which can be simulated using
an instruction set simulator and
executed on the target processor. The
combination of both synthesis parts
is captured in the Implementation model,
which gives a cycle accurate description
of the whole system.

II. Timer Module

This timer module is intended
to use in an Advanced Microcontroller
Bus Architecture (AMBA) based subsy-
stem to provide timing functionality.
It is an Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB)
slave that provides access to an
interrupt-generating and programmable
decrementing counter, so it is having
an interface same as an APB Slave.  It
can be configured statically as 16- or
32- bit timer and Active HIGH or Active

LOW interrupt level. No additional
clock is required for its operation; it
runs directly from APB clock. It
provides clock division by up to 1024.
It can be operate either in continuous
or one shot mode. It is having a set of
programmable register for loading the
timer value and controlling the timer
operation, such as interrupt generation
timer enable and mode selection.

Operation Programmable registers
provide a means to dynamically control
the operation of the timer. If the interrupt
is enabled, an interrupt is generated
when the decrementing counter reaches
zero.

Continuous Mode is the default
mode. When zero is reached, the counter
is reloaded with the start value, which
is stored in a programmable register,
and continues to count down. If the
interrupt is enabled, this mode can be
used to generate an interrupt on a
constant interval.

In One-Shot Timer Mode, the
counter decrements from its high value
and halts on reaching zero. The timer
must be reprogrammed to begin
counting down again. This can be
achieved by either clearing the timer mode
bit in the control register or writing a
new value to the load register.

III. Designing Methodology

In this section, we will discuss
about the methodology of how to
design and model different entities.
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Functionality: SystemC threads and
methods are used for modeling the
timer functionality and cycle accuracy.
The  different  SystemC processes
and their sensitivities are as follows:

SC_METHOD(timer_sel);
sensitive << PSEL << PENABLE;
SC_THREAD(prescale_clock);
sensitive << PCLK.pos() ;
SC_METHOD(decrement_counter);
sensitive << P_S_CLK.posedge_event();
SC_METHOD(reset);
sensitive << PRESETn ;
SC_METHOD(read_register);
sensitive << PCLK.pos();
SC_METHOD(write_register);
sensitive << PCLK.pos();
SC_METHOD(generate_interrupt);
sensitive << Timer_Value;

Register:

Registers are modeled using C
constructs: struct and union. Timer
Control Register is modeled as shown
below:
     typedef union

    {
         unsigned int TimerControl_UL;
      struct {unsigned Timer_Enable:1;
        unsigned Interrupt_Enable:1;

    unsigned Timer_Mode:1;

            unsigned :29; // reserved
         } TimerControl_ST;

       } TimerControl_UN;

Configuration Parameters:

Configuration parameters are defined
using C construct - #define. In timer

module, there are two configuration
parameters Counter width and
Interrupt level, these are defined as
follows:

//1 for 32bit & 0 for 16 bit
#define COUNTER_WIDTH 1
//1 for active high and 0 for active low
#define INTERRUPT_ACTIVE_LEVEL 1

The design Flow Diagram for Interrupt
generation is shown in figure 4.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Timer registers are programmed
by the driver module and waveforms
are traced using the constructs of
SystemC. The waveforms are as per
expected results. The figures 5 and 6
shows the waveform results of conti-
nuous and one shot mode waveforms
respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

The System-On-Chip (SoC)
design faces a gap between the
production capabilities and time to
market pressures. The design space,
to be explored during the SoC design,
grows with the improvements in the
production capabilities and it takes an
increasing amount of time to design
a system that utilizes those capabilities.
On the other hand shorter product life
cycles are forcing an aggressive
reduction of the time-to-market. Fast
simulation capabil ities are also
required for coping with the immense
design space that is to be explored;
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these are especially needed during
early stages of the design. The
pressure for fast executing models
extends especially to the frequently

used and reused communication
libraries. The goal this paper is to
provide a cycle accurate model of a
timer for AMBA bus, that is

Figure 3: The Programmer’s view of Timer

Figure 4: Design Flow Diagram for Interrupt generation
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Figure 5: Simulation Results for
Continuous Mode

Figure 6: Simulation Results
for One Shot Mod

synthesizable, and to model the bus
as well at higher level of abstractions
that allow a high simulation perfor-
mance. This Timer IP can be plugged
into a larger system as an AMBA APB
slave and can be used for analyzing
the system performance. This can also
be used with SoC Designer as a
custom module.
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